Enhanced gene transfer to mouse dendritic cells using adenoviral vectors coated with a novel adapter molecule.
Adenovirus (Ad)-mediated transduction of dendritic cells (DC) is inefficient because of the lack of the primary Ad receptor, CAR. DC infection with Ad targeted to the CD40 results in increased gene transfer. The current report describes further development of the CD40-targeting approach using an adapter molecule that bridges the fiber of the Ad5 to CD40 on mouse DC. The adapter molecule, CFm40L, consists of CAR fused to mouse CD40 ligand via a trimerization motif. A stable cell line that secretes CFm40L at high levels was generated. Gene transfer to mouse bone marrow-derived DC (mBMDC) using CFm40L-targeted Ad was over 4 orders of magnitude more efficient than that for the untargeted Ad5. Gene transfer was achieved to over 70% of the mBMDC compared to undetectable transduction using untargeted Ad5. In addition to dramatically enhanced gene transfer, the CFm40L-targeted Ad5 induced phenotypical maturation and upregulated IL-12 expression. Most importantly, the CFm40L-targeted Ad5 elicited specific immune response against a model antigen in vivo. The results of this study demonstrate that Ad-mediated gene transfer to DC can be significantly enhanced using nonnative transduction pathways, such the CD40 pathway, which may have important applications in genetic vaccination for cancer and infectious diseases.